Erika Luckett

press:
"To be blessed with prolific songwriting skills and a captivating voice is one thing. But to
absolutely master an instrument on top of that is indeed an enormous accomplishment.
Meet Erika Luckett."
-Performing Songwriter Magazine
"One of the most important and original singer songwriters on the international scene."
-PureMusic
"Erika Luckett is a major presence on the landscape of world music. She is powerful,
amazingly innovative, with depth, warmth, intelligence and unsurpassed versatility. In
brief: A giant!"
-World Arts Celebrities Journal
"Her guitar literally sounds like at least two guitars, and her voice sounds like two voices,
dropping and salvaging octaves."
-Music Connection Magazine
"Erika Luckett is a musical phenomenon. It would be wrong and improper to compare
her to giants in the music industry for she is a living legend and a unique artist in all her
rights."
-The Jewish Post
"Luckett is the whole package, showcasing a supple, imaginative guitar style, lithe
vocals, and impeccable timing, while wringing maximum emotion from provocatively
personal material."
-Wood & Steel
"Listening to the artist on the stage, I find myself struck with the realization that the
expressive woman with the guitar is a shining example of what bountiful living means.
Playing there for us, she was radiating an appreciation for the simple joy of being. I
thought to myself, this is it. Bountiful living is here in front of me, and it has nothing to do
with material goodies, or security, it has to do with raw, free and explosive humanity
exploring love/ life"
-Vision
"A masterful guitarist, a sultry voiced singer, and a terrific songwriting talent, she covers
the triple threat of the music biz."
-Illinois Times
"Her smoky vocals and honest lyrics wrap themselves around each note, every song
infused with subtle hints of the many stops on her world travels, like stamps on the pages
of a passport."
-San Francisco Examiner
"Erika is not your average solo artist playing guitar. She knows how to carve a groove
and make her instrument become rhythm, counter melody and canvas for her poetic
lyrics."
-The Muse’s Muse
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